ABOUT MECHANICAL VEIN
Mechanical Vein's vibe flexes a truly unique take on bass
music... a drum & bass core, with a furious blend of midtempo /
industrial / hip-hop / metal influences.
With visceral lyrical themes ranging from political unrest to
deep human connection, his music is equally suited to the
heart, the fist, and the dance floor.
Mechanical Vein has collaborated with other heavy hitters such
as Zardonic, Sinister Souls, MORIS BLAK, Saltee, & Faderhead.
He's also the co-founder of HYBRID BLAK Records & a
member of hybrid industrial bass act Biomechanimal.

HIGHLIGHTS
Spotify: 2 million total streams, 40k+ monthly listeners, Reached 50k+
monthly listeners during a promotional push. 1.3k+ followers. Featured at
top of 'Industrial Metal' editorial playlist since Oct 2020.
iTunes: Hit #1 on the DNB charts in Germany, #3 in Australia
Bandcamp: Hit top 10 chart positions for various genres
DJ support: Zardonic, Sinister Souls, Saltee, various club nights, & more
Created a very aesthetic custom instrument for live performances, which
audiences are always hyped to see!
Currently planning on releasing a full-length LP in January 2023

SHOW EXPERIENCE
Experienced in both headline & support roles, + short tours
Bookings:
UK: London, Leeds, Liverpool, Reading, Southampton
US: San Francisco, Oakland, NYC, Buffalo, Albany, Phoenix, Burning Man
Festivals: Hellsinki Industrial Festival 2022, Resistanz Festival 2023
Shared the stage with acts such as Slipknot's DJ Starscream, Danger,
Toronto Is Broken, Aesthetic Perfection, 3TEETH, Grendel, Assemblage 23

PERFORMANCE OPTIONS
Live 'band' performance, solo or sometimes + 1-2 additional members
Includes electro-axe custom instrument. No live drums. Easy setup.
Hybrid live/DJ set, primarily original material, with controllerism & vocals
Traditional DJ set (mix of artists)
Can be genre-specific or open-format/cross-genre

LINKS / CONTACT
Socials / Streaming / etc: https://linktr.ee/mechanicalvein
Contact: mechanicalvein@gmail.com

PRESS
"Emotion Blur: Selections is a solid collection of music, brining a
raw ferocity and incredible production values. There’s a genius
mashup of genres here, it feels as if drum ‘n’ bass and this
melding of the musical spectrum were made for each other. It’s
genuinely impressive how heavy and how catchy the music
can be in the same measure – there’s times where I’m not sure
whether its more ideal to rave or to headbang. This is definitely
a good thing, of course, as it defies musical tropes, breaking
down barriers between definitions, and presenting us with
something fresh. If these four tracks are anything to go by, then
the full record is going to be killer!"
'Emotion Blur: Selections' included in 'Top 10 Releases of 2020'
'Feel Your Noise' included in 'Top 20 Songs of 2020'
▬ Epitome of Epic

"Midtempo met industrial with this release from the rising
Mechanical Vein and one of the industrial genre's veteran
artists, Faderhead. The vibe is dark and sexy, and the energy
peaks with an alarm-like synth to tie the heavy, distorted
elements together beautifully."
'Feel Your Noise (ft. Faderhead)' in Top 5 Midtempo tracks of
2020
▬ EDM.com

VIDEO LINKS

Translated from Russian: "The thing is just crazy in every way.

Playlist of Mechanical Vein tracks:

Pendulum, heavy guitar riffs, and, of course, the sound of

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzYMjC1IijVOJ0A-

synths sweeping everything in its path."

Growling vocals, powerful beats in the style of Zardonic or

ry0OyrnNPzHgnrfkq

Review of Sinister Souls x Mechanical Vein - 'No Light City'

HYBRID BLAK debut club night:

▬ Mishka DJ

https://youtu.be/pGqdHexXFUg

Mechanical Vein is an American expat based in London, UK, with roots in New York & Northern California
No work/entry visa required for US/UK events
https://linktr.ee/mechanicalvein
mechanicalvein@gmail.com
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